Ready for QC compliance confidence?
QC-Track®: Paperless QC Solutions

Device QC for all modalities

Imaging credentials tracking with email

Aprons QC with barcode tags

Automated phantom QC

Ultrasound HLD/exam traceability

Always Inspection Ready™
As QC regulations increase, facilities find it harder to stay ahead.

The paperless QC-Track system simplifies compliance, accelerates QC workflows, and improves QC communications.

The result? **Always Inspection Ready™**

QC-Track has been proven since 2008 in thousands of MQSA inspections. And QC-Track is more than MQSA. Modules are available across modalities. Whether it is ACR, TJC, AAPM, AIUM, or state requirements, your entire imaging quality team can be Always Inspection Ready™.

QC-Track: Complete Paperless QC Solutions

- Device Quality Control
- Credentials Management
- Personal Apron Tracking
- QC Event and Document Tracking
- Ultrasound HLD/Exam Traceability

**Interested?** Contact us to learn more about Atirix QC solutions.

877-273-1764 • Atirix.com • QC-Answers@atirix.com
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